We are happy to announce the renewals of Ken Mackay, of Dunedin, New Zealand, and Murray Lomax, of the same city. Thank you both, and good DX!

## DX CALENDAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Kc/s.</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Watts Power</th>
<th>Dedicated to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 26</td>
<td>W4NY</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>Evansville, Indiana</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>NRC-NRRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>KEPL</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>Moscow, Idaho</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>NRC-NRRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>KFAX</td>
<td>1435</td>
<td>Pasadena, California</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>NRC-NRRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>WATW</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>Watertown, New York</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>NRC-NRRC-ALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>KIRV</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>Glendale, California</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>NRC-NRRC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nov. 2 | WSVS | 650 | Crewe, Virginia (Note 1) | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC-TEST |
| 3 | KGCR | 1390 | Long Beach, California | 5,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 3 | KFOX | 1260 | Long Beach, California | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 4 | KLAC | 570 | Los Angeles, California | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 5 | WCBS | 680 | Clearwater, Florida | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 5 | KFVD | 1020 | Los Angeles, California | 5,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 9 | KNOL | 980 | Hartwell, Georgia | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 16 | WALT | 1110 | Tampa, Florida (Note 2) | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 16 | WJVB | 1010 | Jacksonville Beach, Fla. | 250 | NRC-NRRC |
| 17 | WOKO | 869 | North Adams, Massachusetts | 250 | NRC-NRRC |
| 17 | WHID | 1110 | Providence, Rhode Island | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 18 | WMLH | 740 | Morehead City, N.C. (Note 3) | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 20 | WAEH | 750 | Arlington, Virginia | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 21 | WEUP | 1060 | Laurinburg, N.C. | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 28 | KTWG | 1250 | Santa Barbara, Calif. | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 29 | WATW | 1240 | Watertown, New York | 250 | NRC-NRRC-ALL |
| 29 | KBB | 1490 | Santa Barbara, Calif. | 250 | NRC-NRRC |
| 30 | KIST | 1340 | Santa Barbara, Calif. | 250 | NRC-NRRC |
| Dec. 17 | WKOP | 750 | Binghamton, N.Y. (Note 4) | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 21 | KFPG | 1330 | Livingston, Montana | 250 | NRC-NRRC |
| 29 | WATW | 1240 | Watertown, New York | 250 | NRC-NRRC-ALL |
| 31 | WCHGA | 800 | Chambersburg, Penna. | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |

Jan. 5 | HH3M | 1173 | Port-au-Prince, Haiti | 750 | NRC-NRRC |
| 5 | HHC | 6165 | Port-au-Prince, Haiti | 750 | NRC-NRRC |
| 10 | KATL | 1560 | Houston, Texas | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 15 | KSYC | 1490 | Yreka, California | 250 | NRC-NRRC |
| 20 | KIUL | 1240 | Garden City, Kansas | 250 | NRC-NRRC |
| 26 | KFAX | 940 | Panama City, Panama | 1,000 | NRC-NRRC |
| 28 | KFAX | 1310 | Panama City, Panama | 9,000 | NRC-NRRC |

**IMPORTANT** - SEE PAGE #1 FOR WRITE-UPS ABOUT THE PROGRAMS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK. PAGE 4!

**Note 1** - Portion of WSVS' program from 3:30 to 4:00 ONLY will be dedicated to NRC & NNR. Best of program will be in the nature of a test.

**Note 2** - WALT & W4NY - Flags may be made a bit later to avoid QRM from XERO on 1110, and W4NY on 1220. Watch "DX News!" - Page 3 - for further details on this.

**Note 3** - WWVE - Note corrected spelling of their city: MOREHEAD CITY, not Moorhead.

**Note 4** - WKOP - Time has been moved up an hour - 3-4 a.m. is correct. WS8 would not permit them to operate from 4 to 5. Live-talent show promised.

**Note 5** - WCHGA - Date is corrected to read Dec. 31 instead of 21 as appeared last week. Dec. 31 is correct. Also location altered - Chambersburg, Penna., not N.Y.
570 ??? Testing 10/18 4:00 to 4:35 A.M. Weak signs. No announcement.

690 KEPO El Paso, Tex. due on air soon, according to C.B. of (MAGUIRE)

KELP (Jesse M. Neel, Jr. (ENZ) Should be BRAUNER)

580 WJAC San Juan, P.R. signs on over CKLY at 5am (ENZ)

710 WBEC Miami, Fla. on with storm reports 10/11, 3:30-4am (WOKAT)

740 WIES San Juan, P.R. hr'd 1-2am 10/14 59 plus (MALEY)

760 WARK Arlington, Va. signs on at 5am. Requests reports. (SESE) (DUFFY)

800 WMBM Miami Beach, Fla. tested 10/14 4:55-5:30am (DUFFY)

900 WSBA York, Pa. tests each Thurs. at 1am (DUFFY)

WSWN Belle Glade, Fla. on with storm reports 10/11 (WOKAT)

920 KELP El Paso, Tex. test daily at present, weekly later on (BRAUNER)

940 WINZ Hollywood, Fla. on with storm reports 10/11 (WOKAT)

990 WHOG Orlando, Fla. heard on test at 4am 10/15 (SESE)

WQMR New Orleans, La. testing 10/14 2:45-3:15am (MALEY) (WOKAT)

1050 WPAG Ann Arbor, Mich. audible in Md. some afternoons at 5:30 PM

after WAGT signs off (SESE)

1110 WBT Charlotte, N.C. at sign off gave call of booster as W4YVQ

1120 WWQL Lackawanna, N.Y. on with F/C 10/14 3:30-3:45am (WOKAT)

KCLE Clbourne, Tex. could log only during WNEW news broadcast 3:30

til 3:30am (ENZ)

1150 WQRA Mayaguez, P.R. hr'd testing 10/14 at 3:22am. XEJP qrm (MALEY)

1230 WWMT McMinville, Tenn. 4:30 s/off at 2 hour test 10/14 (MALEY)

KNSW Roswell, N.Mex. F/C Fridays 4:30-4:45 until moniter is obtained

P.O. Box 5620. Don Warren, C.S. (BRAUNER)

WAYX Waycross, Ga. hr'd 10/15 3:20-3:30am (WOKAT)

1240 KVNI Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. Will be on the air til 4:30 or 5am

Nov. 1st. This is their 1st anniversary. Try to get a report

in on this. May mean future DX programs. (MUSTOE)

WEBJ Brewton, Ala. weekly test at 3am (DUFFY)

WINK Ft. Myers, Fla. with ET 10/15 2:15-3am (WOKAT)

1290 WTCG Savannah, Ga. on with storm reports all AM 10/15 (SESE)

1330 WBCO Greenville, S.C. signs on daily at 5am (DUFFY)

1340 WGAU Athens, Ga. F/C 10/20 at 3:40am (DUFFY)

WFCU Sumter, S.C. F/C at 3am 10/15 (DUFFY)

1390 WSCC Charleston, S.C. on all AM 10/15 storm reports (SESE)

1395 CMJI Florida, Camaguey, Cuba. Air mail verey back in six days.

V/S J.H. REINGO, Administrador. QRA - Carretera Centraly

Presidente Gomez, Florida Camaguey. On daily til 10 pm (MALEY)

1400 KLUF Galveston, Tex. testing on 10/15 2:50-3am (WOKAT)

WABY Albany, N.Y. on with ET 10/13 3:10am (WOKAT)

WRON RONCEVERTE, W.Va. s/n daily 5am (DUFFY)

1420 KSTB Stephenville, Tex. testing 3:57am 10/14. Wants reports (MALEY)

1440 KJAY Russellville, Ark. on with ET 10/13 2:30-3am (WOKAT)

1450 WROB West Point, Miss. testing 10/13 (MALEY) (WOKAT) (HERZ)

WCRK Morristown, Tenn. TT 4:05am 10/13 (ENZ) (WOKAT) F/C 10/20 (DUFFY)

1490 WKLH Blackstone, Va. s/n daily 5:30am (DUFFY)

WMCU Greenville, S.C. cycle test 3:14 10/14 over all qrms (MALEY)

1510 KSTV Stephenville, Tex. one mentioned on 1430 should be Breckenridge

cycle test 10/14 3:15 am. Promises to verify (MALEY)

1450 WNGY Bangor, Me. weekly test 10/20 at 4am (DUFFY)

WPAM Pottsville, Pa. tested 10/20 at 4am (DUFFY)

As usual all mistakes are Stasen's...Got all in this time. 73's WINCE.
Information arrived here at Club Headquarters from both Clarence Mustoe and Arnold Gerrard, NNRC-CPC Chairman regarding Station "KVNI" being on the air November 1 1947 from 3-4:30 or 5 AM EST on 1240 kcs. This will be their first anniversary on the air so its a chance for a lot of you boys to log and report this swell catch. A good number of reports might mean a DX program from "KVNI" in the near future. Send all reports to Mr. Rodell, Station Manager, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.

Arnold Gerrard also adds the following info about a DX program from:- 
WVOM 1005 kc St Johns, Newfoundland. Nov 24 1947 3:30 - 5:00 AM with reports going to Mr. J.L. Butler, Director. P.O. Box 809. 
(Lefty Cooper take note of this DX)

Our thanks to Arnold Gerrard for sending the above info. He knew the KVNI program could not be in time for the Nov 1st issue of NNRC so he sent it along thinking that by doing so, a lot of boys would be listening and would report. Thanks also to Clarence Mustoe.

1295 .... "Radio Trinidad" Heard at 8PM and copied solid. YL announce who does not say VP4AD but only "Radio Trinidad" (Al Maley)

TO ALL;-- Tom Carberry wishes to inform you who are entered in our BCB contest to conform with the following when sending in your Stations that have verified and are eligible for listing. In all cases list the CALL CITY-DATE HEARD-DATE VERIFICATION WAS RECEIVED. When sending those which were verified on a DX Program, you must also include that info, otherwise you will only be credited with mileage and not the 3 extra points. So remember if its for a Station and on a DX, tell Carberry so.

RAY EDGE--BUFFALO N.Y. Just a little added info. Just received 3 verie cards from WLAQ all for the same report of March 15 1947. Signed by Gene Well, no title. Also air mail letter--from WIBS which isnt a definite verie, so will write them very soon and explain just what a verie is and see if they will not alter their replies so there will be no doubt. Other veries received since sending Lefty my report were letters from WDUZ-WGNR-WKAI-WCHR-WRPD. Total now 1218. No reports out since 10/17.

JOE BRAUNER-WILLIAMSVILLE N.Y Yeh KCLE sure noisy, could catch bits of program here and there. KQRI much better and easily copied. DX bit slow this week. Monday AM WGUIV1450 on his reg Mon 4:15-4:30 check and Fri. 10/22 WCCC on 1290 and WASH on 1600 both easy. Veries are QSL card from KS1G and KUCB. Letter has daily F/C at 3AM and is on 1240 kc. Letters from WCHR-KICO. KICO on 1st WED 3:30 AM on 1490 kc.

1240 WCHR Johnstown, Penn F/C 3rd FRI 2:45-3 AM (Brauner & Edge)
1240 KANE New Iberia, La F/C 1st MON 3:30-4 AM EST and all correct rpts will be verified by letter if 3¢ stamp is enclosed and this info from Joseph E Sweeney, CE. (Edge)
1400 WGNR Gadsden, Ala F/C 3rd WED 3:45-4 AM V/S A B Letson,CE Box 351
1450 WROB West Point, Miss. Soon on reg sked and all correct reports will be verified according to Bob McHoney, owner. (Edge)
1510 WKAI Macomb, Ill F/C EV THURS 3-3:10 AM. (Edge)

Well boys this issue is a nice bulletin and it is hoped that all of you will keep reporting to your Editors especially to Stesen who I believe should get enough information to fill at least 2 pages each issue. So what say, take a little extra time and get that important info to Vince by Tuesday of each week. Keep the members reports coming also.

Yep Report Forms 75¢ per 100 & Letter-heads 65¢ 100. Remember—Contest.
Every month, come the 29th at 2:00 a.m., comes the most frequent query of any station, as Harry Righter, member of the National Radio Club and President of WATN, takes the microphone, and plays requests for anyone who writes in, and also publicizes the club and its DX programs to come. Not only this, but comedy comes into the scene also, so if you have not been listening to Harry's programs, this is the time to start to listen monthly. Why not have your requests included, too?

It isn't necessary to point out the importance of this program, for KIEV is missing from almost every DXer's log book. And KIEV is giving us another chance of logging their daytime-only station. According to Len Kruze, who has been there, KIEV is located in a valley, and with their 250 watts and daytime operation, are quite the rarity for DXers. Telephone in during the program if you like — call either CHAPMAN 5-2303 or CITRUS 1-1133. There will be a cash prize give away by KIEV on this program - details will be given you over the air! We thank Mr. Cal Cannon, and Mr. Vern Schumann for this program, arranged by Ken Albrecht. Send reports to Mr. Schumann, Chief Engineer.

Again, this is not a rare catch, but nevertheless a program which will give your club much publicity and prestige. We recommend that you listen in, and we feel sure you will enjoy the show to be broadcast for you. Ken Albrecht says he expects to be at the microphone, and the announcing, and we all would want to hear this energetic member of our club, again, mark you envelope in the lower left-hand corner with the letters "DX" for KGER's mail is heavy. And again, a prize awaits some lucky DXer — listen in for details. Phone in! Number is Los Angeles — Madison 2307. We thank Mr. Wynn, Station Manager, Mr. Adams, Program Director, and Mr. Duke Crumbaugh, Chief Engineer. The latter gets the reports on this program, arranged by Ken Albrecht.

Here's one of the new daytime stations, which is going to pay honor to our clubs. The 650 channel should undoubtedly be clear all the way for this program, and therefore, a new station should be written into many a DXer's log. Portions of the program will be recorded, while much of it will consist of live talent, from WSVS' regular entertainers. This type of program is always warmly received, so we feel sure that the WSVS show will be one of the out-standing programs of the season. We're not sure here at the Editor's Desk as to whether the 3:00-3:30 or the 3:30-4:00 hour will be dedicated to the clubs, but it is one or the other. Send your reports to Mr. W. L. Willis, Manager, whom we heartily thank for his kind gesture. Arranged by Len Kruze.

California Marches On, and here is another familiar visitor to our loud speakers on the air honoring the DX Clubs. We hope you will support this program by giving it your attention. You may phone in during this program, too, and the number here is Long Beach 6-3706. We do not have the names of those at KFOX who agreed to put this special program on the air, and we are instructed to send reports merely to Radio Station KFOX, Long Beach, Cal. This will be a Monday morning, and that means that all-nighter WDSU will not be in the way, blocking the program out. It looks like a clear channel for the KFOX DX program, which is good news indeed. This program was also arranged by Ken Albrecht, who has been a busy bee out on the West Coast.

Ken Albrecht again, fellows, and again he plans to be at the microphone to do announcing and talking about the DX Clubs and DX features. KLAC is missing from some of our logs, and with this special show, we all have a great chance to log KLAC under these recent new call letters. We're not sure whether or not KLAC will be on, but we certainly hope that they will not be, for that would spoil the KLAC DX for many of us. So don't forget to tune for KLAC, and remember that this is a Holiday morning, which means no work the next day for many of us, so the loss of sleep shouldn't be too bad. Telephone number is Hyperion 3-721. Send your reports to Mr. Fred Harvey, Program Director. Thank you.
Oct. 6 - WDVA test at 2:03. WYYS at 2:12. WPPP at 2:25. WMCK at 2:30. KROD at 3:00. WBEJ at 3:05. WAVZ for a new one, 3:06. CHGB very good - an E-9 here, 3:25. Strong carriers on 1080 and 1370, off and on all AM. KANE at 3:45. WWHO for a new one here at 4:10. WGU at 4:25. Verier from WXML WHAN WJEN WJNSW. WJNSW says F/C to be First Tues. 4:30 - 5:15 a.m. 10/6. Who's testing on 730 Kc/s. - CHGB too much for 'em here - calls sound like WKGB, but letter from they says not till the 15th! Verier from WXML & WAVZ. 10/7. WWNN for new one at 2:00. WWBSA at 2:15. WYBS at 2:18. Crr - WWBN on with an all-night show - Mon. to Sat., according to announcement - seemed very weak for them. (Good! -Ed.) WOMM at 3:06. WSCC f/c 3:11. WCON f/c 3:14. WMRR f/c 3:30. WCON at 3:15. Veries from KRCW & WIRX. 10/10- WORA at 2:55. WCAX at 3:39, test. WMBS f/c 3:40. Oct. 11 - Veries from WHIM & WVOK - cards. WSWN ET most of AM. 10/11 WXML f/c 2:19. QRM from WINZ. WKAT WQAM WQOD on with Hurricanes News. WROB on first ET WBCS at 3:45. 10/13 - Veries from WHRO WBFN WBTH WATW WHTN. WROB test at 2:15. WMGB ET at 2:30, offering records albums to most distant listeners. WBEJ f/c at 3:00. WBAB f/c 3:05. WMFJ f/c 3:15. KDKW test at 3:15, for a new one from me. WROB all AM, ET on 1450. WHOO at 4:10. 10/13 WNNC f/c 2:12. WJMR test at 2:20. WKEC f/c 2:30. WMIR at 2:35. KCLA at 2:40. WTHN, 3:00. WKRK at 3:10. WWOI at 3:15. WLMN f/c 3:30. WMLT f/c 3:42. WTRC f/c 3:50. WSRE f/c at 4:00. WRES test at 4:31. The list of specials in this week's Bulletin do my heart good. KGRL WJDK KGFL KIEV WMBL are needed by me and I'll be listenin'. WWWB's all-night show seems just like a general store - they sell everything from radios to table covers. 10/15 - WHAM WTMA WSCC WTG and others on for Hurricanes News. WLOL test at 2:15 a.m. WATF f/c 2:30. WCRK test most of AM. WNNB all AM with Election Returns. WBNX f/c 3:04. KELP 3:05. WAXX 3:18, test for a new one for me. WAGF 3:33; WSGC f/c 3:40. Veries from WVRV. 10/16 - Veries from WBEK & WGUH, which cleans up Maine here. Report to KERF. 10/17 - CHLT test at 2:10. WCAX testing, 2:15. KSNA testing and reading DXers' letters at 2:10. WPFA ET 2:55, QRM from WLOL. WARM ET 3:10 a.m. WENR f/c 3:40. WRSN f/c 4:07. WHAS announced all-night show to end October 13. Hoist! If the weather doesn't cool off, I'll be slowing up 80 in the shed today, and in the 60's the last few nights - too hot for October. Veries from KELP WYSS WTPH. 10/18 - KZMX at 3:15, ET, very weak. WBOC - 3:35. WYAM - 3:45. Conditions very poor - 60 degrees at 3:00 a.m. here, and sunner static. Verie from WROB v/x Bob McRaney, who says he will verify all reports. (Swell report, Stan - Ed.)

LENN KUSCH - DUBUQUE, IOWA

Several days ago, received a very unique verification, that coming from KQGB, Goodland, Kansas, in the form of a poem. Other veries received recently were WXG (on a WFFV letter-head) WVOK KVUC KSSJ WHIM (from a report of last April) KOKX & WIMI. Since reporting I have logged the following: KQGB with ET 10/6 4:39-5:00 a.m., also on 10/6 WIBS San Juan, P.R., heard with ET 4:42-5:00 a.m.; WSWN, Belle Glade, Fla., on air all AM because of hurricane; station WQOB, West Point, Miss., logged also on 10/12 with ET 4:06-4:45 a.m. On 10/13, WORH, Morristown, Tenn., heard with ET 2:40-3:00 a.m. No sign of KCSB special, as the old faithful WADL took over on the 1350 spot. Incidentally, speaking of Iowa stations, there are currently 8 others under construction in Iowa. The newest station at this location is KWOA, Worthington, Minn.

JULIUS BEAUWYRE - WILLIAMSVILLE, N.Y.

New stations here this week: 10/14 - KEKU KJAY KIRK on ETs, latter louder than KJAY, F-8. 10/17 - WORH on f/c 2:35-3:15. KULA & WMBM, latter on ET. 10/18 - KQLE & KURL on DXes. Veries, letters from KELO whose CH says KEBO on 960 ready to go. WQOC, affiliated with WELO WQOX WCHI WQOX, who says 'Tell everybody about WROB and that we will verify every report received. Tests are completed. WPLD WCRK KSWS WHRF WQFG, & card from WHIM out since April, & unique card from WJNSW. And last but by no means least, KQGB's unusual form reply, followed by a letter & check for 10 frogskin, seems I won the DX spot by a close margin over Buffalo & Abe Cohen out Washington way. Surprised to say the least for WQOB really poured all over CLAC here, with a dandy signal, & was sure the East Coast heard him. Missed out or KCSB. Too much WADL. KQLE are just strong enough to allow a recognized tune to trickle through the static in 50 minutes of careful listening. KQLE much louder and easily logged, staying on to 5 a.m. with Western tunes. DX generally poor due to summer temperatures & unsettled weather.
Just a little scribble to let you know I'm still alive, although not managing to do any DXing - too much other work around here that must be done, hi! Veris just in from Joplin, 995 Kc/s, for reception of last January. Station is now known as "Radio Union" & still transmits on 995 & 732 Kc/s, with 125 kilowatts power. A nice veris with pictures of towers and transmitter building on front cover. Actual veris on Page 2, description of station on Page 3, and picture of transmitter on back cover. Really a very modern setup. For Van Voorhees, here is QRA: Stichting - Nederlandsche - Radio-Unie - Postbus #130 - Hilversum, Netherlands. Enclosing a clipping from local paper, giving QRA, officials, and expected opening date of new WMGW, Meadville, Penna., station. Suggest you read a copy of October 1947 issue of "Popular Science Monthly." On Pages 114 & 115 it has an article and pictures of the Collegiate network of University stations that have broadcasting range of 300 feet. It says there are 50 such stations in U.S. and Canada, gives calls of WSBU for Brown Univ., Providence, R.I., WBBR, Cornell Univ., KSLJ, St. Lawrence Univ., Canton, N.Y., and WHEU in Princeton, N.J. (The clipping says that Victor C. Dick, is manager of WMGW, Dr. H. C. Winslow the owner, Hoyt H. Stout, Chief Engineer, that it will have a range of from 30 to 40 miles from the Meadville area, with 1,000 watt FM station to reach to Cleveland, Erie, and Pittsburgh. Studios in First N/S Building - Transmitters & tower cost $29,000. Says WMGW will be a community station, but will have network transmissions. WMGW expects to hit the airlanes before Christmas if possible.)

Ken MacKay - Dunedin, New Zealand

I have been helping to compile a new call book for my local club. It has complete and up-to-date lists of U.S.A., Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Europe, South America and Africa, as well as Asian BCB stations. The S.W. section contains a full S.W. list of the world's stations. All stations are listed in correct alphabetical order and 100% accurate, up to the time of going to press. We publish this call book every year, and the job of amending the 250-watt channels is terrific. If any of the members would like one, I will forward same for 5-cent U.S.A. stamps. (NEAT AIR-MAIL STREAMER - Ed.)

My loggings this winter have been few, mainly due to the high noise level. Between 1500 and 1600 Kc/s, it has been far at times, and some good signals have gotten through. Reports have been sent to KQLC, KRED, KTLJ, KLAM, WHOW, KEEN, KSTN, on f/c WATF, WATM, KXAV, WROW, WCLL, WCOA, KEJX, KPNO, KICO, KSWL, KULA, CKX, WOOL. Only reports back so far are KICO, most distant report, and KULA. Other reports away - WXFL, KEH, KZMB, KPI, and Penang-Malaya. Mail is very slow these days, and the fact that both Watson Liners are off the run is very disappointing to us. Last inward mail was over 6 weeks ago! Well, all the best, and good DX. (Swell DXing, Ken, and we hope to receive more reports from you - Ed.)

Kermit Geary - Wampton, Penna.

During the past week, 12 new veries were received from the following stations: WBUD, WEYS, WERK, WGGY, WHIN, WBIB, WLBF, WPTB, WROB, WREZ, and last but no means least, Hilversum I on 995 Kc/s. My report to that one had been cut since 1/15/46, a total of 21 months. In the same mail there came a card from ARN, Stuttgart, Germany, in answer to my report of 1/24/47, but instead of verifying my reception of their BCB station, it turned out to be a QSL card for their SW station. The WHIM and WHEN cards were long overdue, also. Reports were sent to the following stations: 10/14 - KSTV on its initial ET, from 3:06 to 3:41 a.m.; KDAF on ET from 4:27 to 4:45 a.m., and offering a miniature Jay-hawk to the 3 distant reporters, and KEEO on ET from 4:23 to 4:43 a.m. On 10/15, I may have heard KCSB through the WADG-XE9XQ QRM between 5 and 6 a.m. A number of program items were logged, including one definite song title. 10/16 - WHOC on ET from 4:25 to 4:32 a.m. 10/17 - WFWA on its initial ET from 3:14 to 3:45 a.m., QRM prior to 3:10 a.m. by WLOW, and WMDS on ET from 4:04 to 4:30 a.m. 10/18 - KCEI on DX program from 3:00 to 4:00 a.m., with R-S signals and deep fading, and KGRI on DX program from 4:00 a.m., on with good R-7 signals and shallow fading; quite a considerable difference between these 2 stations located only 150 miles apart. 10/20 - WBOB on f/c from 4:14 to 4:35 a.m., for another new Puerto Rican. Oh yes, WHBO requests that all DX # clubs be notified that they are on the air and will verify all reception reports. That's WBOB, West Point, Mississippi, 1450 Kc/s. (OTHER CLUBS PLEASE COPY - Ed.) DEADLINE IN PHILADELPHIA AND BROOKLYN FOR THE NEXT ISSUE - NOVEMBER 1 - WILL BE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28. AFTER THAT THE NEXT 2 TUESDAYS ARE HOLIDAYS SO REPORT 1 DAY EARLIER!
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CHANGETS IN STATION DATA

NEW STATIONS
1240 Bluefield, West Virginia 250 U1 1360 De Kalb, Illinois 500 D
1260 Fort Madison, Iowa 500 D

CALL CHANGE /Correction in spelling of town for
1600 KCOW Eastland, Texas, from KVES.
     WIEB, 1230 Kc/s. Correct way is
FREQUENCY CHANGE /"ENTREPRENEUR, Alabama, not 'Z'.
1400 CJPP Riviere du Loup, Quebec, from 1470. Reported in FCC release as now operat-
ing on this channel, notification coming to FCC from Canada.

HOUR CHANGE
1400 KRLN Canon City, Colorado, is DAYTIME ONLY, instead of unlimited.

** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

THIS A AND DATA

Now this is the way your Editor likes to present "DX News" to you - simply filled with reports from members all over the world. I'm going to appeal to you all once again to continue - the more you report, then your "DX News" will look like this every week, week in and week out. Your Editor wants to give you a big, lengthy, newy bulletin, and this is the way it can be done. I want to thank you for your reports and support, and well - let's do it every week, huh? There are still many members whose names do not appear in here, so what do you say, boys? Let's hear from you too!

The National Radio Club pauses to extend heartiest congratulations to Mr. Peter J. Clar-
ian, of Staten Island, N.Y., on his marriage to the former Miss Alice Leadley, also of
Staten Island. May the coming years be filled with happiness and health, and here's
hoping Pete doesn't forget he is still a DXer, too!

DX CONTEST ENTRIES

This is absolutely the last time we can remind you to shoot that quarter to Thomas F.
Carberry, 22 Louvaine Drive, Karmork, 77, N.Y. The contest will be fun - so what, if
you don't win a prize? Get in, and make the contest more fun for everybody. Now, the
issue of November 8 will contain the first results, and the dead-lins for these to
Tommy will be the same as to the Editors - Tuesday, Nov. 4, but remember it is a holi-
day, and there is a possibility that there will be no mail deliveries on that date, so
you'd better have your list of veries eligible for the contest in to Tom by Nov. 3. No
fooling, fellows - get in this interesting DX contest!

The next issue will contain the standings in the Heard-Verified listing, taken care of
for us by Frank Wheeler, Care of T. J. Schwartz, R. D. #7 - Erie, Pennsylvania. Let
Frank know, by post card, how many veries you have, and how many stations you have heard
and he will add your entry to the list. Let us make this an all-inclusive list! Send
him those totals now!

Another thing - send Walter E. Bishop, 1722 Sixth Street, Rensselaer, N.Y. the latest
verie-signers on your newest additions to your verification albums. Let's make it an
all-inclusive list, containing every station on the air. You can help - please do! And
if you are having a dance of a time verifying some particular station, send a double
post-card to Walt, and he'll then surely be able to give you that important name.

ARF FORESTER'S LOG BOOK CONTINUING

And Art wants those who subscribed to it last year to know they will receive one more
issue of it, without additional charge. It was to have been presented to you in Septem-
ber, but the pressure of working 80 hours a week made it impossible for Art to get it
to you then, but it will soon be forth-coming. Would you like the Forester Log Book
for another year? If so, please send, as soon as you can, $1.00 to Artuur F. Forester,
1213 North Roseart Avenue, Indianapolis. Ind. (Zone 1) To those who did not get this
fine log last year, it is a printed one, on loose-leaf paper, listing stations by kilo-
cycles, and alphabetically by call letters, by frequency, and it is a great boon to any
dial-twister. Remember, don't delay in submitting the dollar, for Art would like to know
how many of you will want his log.

And the New Zealand all-inclusive log mentioned on Page 6, in Ken Mackey's report may be
Reports have gone out to WCOM WORK WMCA WDPX WGEN WCNO WPAW WKAI WMEM. Veris have been received from WKNR WFPG WHOO WDVA KCKX WHER WSFB WROB WORK KWGB, in form of letters and a card from WHN, with a double-page folder from WPIT. Total now 1211, yes - boys, I have finally passed that long-awaited 1200 mark, and am now on my way to 1200. Wonder how long that will take? KCKX says he heard their initial test, which was on Oct. 8. Oh yes, a few more letter veris - WILM WHNN KHEG, to replace old veris cards I had.

WPIT sends very nice folder telling about their first week's mail coverage pull. The letter from KWGB was in form of a poem, and it would have looked a lot nicer had it been on one of their station letterheads, instead of just plain paper, but nevertheless very glad to have been able to land them. (Mr. and Mrs. Edge spent the week-end in Detroit, and had a fine time and beautiful trip with the trees in their autumnal splendor)

Henry Ady - Marcus, Iowa

10/18 - Hope everyone was up this morning for KCLE and KGRI, both logged with swell DX programs for the Clubs. Both were out-standing and really plugged the Clubs. Since my last report I have logged and reported to the following new stations: WSWN-900 Kc/s, Belle Glade, Fla.; ET, KCKX, 1310 Kc/s, Kildare, Iowa; ET, WHIT, 1230 Kc/s, Augsburg, Ga.; f/c, WNY, 940 Kc/s, Hollywood, Fla.; Special broadcast: KIEV, 870 Kc/s, Glendale Calif.; on ET, KUGS, 710, Edinburg, Texas; ET, KIVC, 1760 Kc/s, Ventura, Calif.; ET, KSOK, 1280 Kc/s, Arkansas City, Kansas; ET, KSN, 1230 Kc/s, Lowell, Ariz., f/c, KSGB, 1250 Kc/s, San Bernardino, Calif.; DX (Swell here!); KOPP, 730 Kc/s, Ogden, Utah; f/c, WROB, 1450 Kc/s, West Point, Miss.; ET, KFJY, 1440 Kc/s, Topaska, Kansas; ET, KIRR, 1450 Kc/s, Kirtland, N.M.; ET, WFB, 1230 Kc/s, Savannah, Ga.; Reg. Skid., WORA, 1150 Kc/s., Mayaguez, P.R.; f/c, KSTV, 1610 Kc/s, Stephenville, Tex.; ET, WLCX, 1490 Kc/s, La Cloche, Wis.; f/c, KURL, 1470 Kc/s, Twin Falls, Idaho (5,000 watt test) WLCX, 1590 Kc/s, test; WPFA, 1590 Kc/s, Chester, Penna.; First ET, KUH, 1530 Kc/s, Goose Creek, Texas; ET; and the 2 specials from KCLE, 1120 Kc/s, Gilmer, Texas, and KGRI, 1000 Kc/s, Henderson, Texas. Now veris in from: WAAA KOPP WIRC WINK WGEN KSWS KWGB KOIJ KYRG KTWI WIAK KADA. Len Kruse is spending the week-end out here in Marcus, and we are having a swell time. Logged 2 new ones during reg. programs last night in KGAF, 1860 Kc/s; in clear till sign-off at 5:30 p.m., E.S.T., and KOJX, 1140 Kc/s, Mineral Wells, Texas, in clear after 2300 signs at 5:45 C.S.T., KNCA started reg. programs last Sunday (Oct. 12) and are heard good here during day. KUHL still daily 4:00-4:430 E.S.T. on f/c, on 1590 Kc/s. (Nico logging, Eldon - Ed.)

Noman Maguire - Gissington, Conn.

Just a brief report this time - not too much in, but several reports out. Veris in since last report are: KSON WADC WHUC WLYD WPUN WLMIP WIRC WHIM WSSO WJDA WREB WBYS WHTN WDAM WORK WNAS, with duplicates from WNNC and WHIM, WADC replied only after I sent them my second prepared card, after about a dozen follow-ups and reports over the past six years. Recent reports out include: WMID WORA, & 10/15- KKJX WMAK WROB; 10/14- WDAM WONS KJAY KSTV; 10/15- WHAM WMCB, on ion hurricane, and WMMN; 10/17- WCRO WFSN WMDM; 10/18- KCLE & KGRI, Terrible static and weak signals for latter & specials. KCLE came in very well for a brief period, but it was a struggle with KGRI. Wouldn't have stuck with them, if it hadn't been for their special. (Odi, Norm, for almost everyone else says KGRI was stronger - but that's what makes DXing such a fascinating hobby.) This warm weather has sure fired up the DXing. Even the TAs have just about faked out completely, instead of coming through strong. By this time in October, they should really be pouring in. Been away quite a bit, and may be gone for several weeks in a short while. Don't know for sure about the latter. (Keep us posted, Norm - Ed.)

Earl Campbell - Athens, Penna.

Morning of Oct. 18 was a gloomy one for a DXer. Unable to raise KGRI here. KGRI, orchids to 'em - were on with a 2-hour five-talent show, wassle, in a way, because of poor conditions. For first time, I found WWDS on 1240, proudly announcing themselves as a 24 hour station. WROB seems to have stepped outside everything on 1450, this week, with ETS. Who is the Spanish-Speaking station on about 771 Kilocycles? Can't get a sharp zero beat, so close to 770. It returns WVJ in evenings. (Att: Al Maley. -Ed.)

REPORTS FOR "MUSINGS" GO TO ERENT R. COOPER - 439 EAM 32 STREET - BROOKLYN 28, N.Y.
"DX DOWN THE DRAIN" TO JAYNE E. STACEY - 5267 PRINCILLA STREET - PHILADELPHIA 44, PENNA.
"CONTEST ENTRIES TO THOMAS F. CARBERY - 22 LOUVAIN DRIVE - KENMORE 17, NEW YORK.
"UPPER SIGNS TO WALTER E. RUSH - 1776 SIXTH STREET - BLOOMSBURG, PENNA.
"NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS TO BERT WALTZ - 8608 VIRGINIA AVENUE - BALTIMORE 17, MARYLAND.
"REPORTS FOR "MUSINGS" GO TO ERENT R. COOPER - 439 EAM 32 STREET - BROOKLYN 28, N.Y.
"DX DOWN THE DRAIN" TO JAYNE E. STACEY - 5267 PRINCILLA STREET - PHILADELPHIA 44, PENNA.
"CONTEST ENTRIES TO THOMAS F. CARBERY - 22 LOUVAIN DRIVE - KENMORE 17, NEW YORK.
"UPPER SIGNS TO WALTER E. RUSH - 1776 SIXTH STREET - BLOOMSBURG, PENNA.
"NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS TO BERT WALTZ - 8608 VIRGINIA AVENUE - BALTIMORE 17, MARYLAND."
Well, finally reached the "500" mark in my stories — in fact, have now 501. 2 weeks in this week — WCBD and WKAN. Have now 11 reports out, which I sent this season. Reports I sent this season were to WROB, KCLF, KQRI, the others special this past week from KCBS was all covered by WADC, was terribly dis-appointed as my buddy Derek Wharton got enough on KCBS for a report. I called KCLF by phone, and thanked them for the special. As I mentioned in my last report, I won the Zenith AM/FM set — have been playing around with FM a bit. While everyone claims 40 miles or at the most, 50 miles is the limit on reception in the 88 to 108 megacycle band (the new FM band), but I heard and sent a report and called the C.E. by phone at WHFR-FM, which is about 72 miles away — really DX for FM. Weather has not been too good for DX, ad Oct. 18 for the 2 Texas specials was plenty filled with static. Can anyone tell me what day or times the 800 Kc/s. frequency is clear, as I have 2 stations to contact on that band, and I would not like to schedule them and then find the channel blocked. Write me at 720 E Barry Ave., Chicago 14, Ill. (It's open DAILY 4-5 a.m., E.S.T., LeC — CBLF goes off at 4, and XELO comes on at 5. Sundays, it's open 4-6 a.m., I believe.) — Ed.)

Bill Rease — Falmouth, W. Va.

Since writing last, have added 26 new ones. September — WEYS (1860); KVOA (730); WSGI (740); and in October — KGBE (730); WSWN (900); KSNB (1430); KGEO (1460); WHWC (1500); WROR (1540); WDPA (1500); KCOL (1600); KNYR (1310); WABZ (1010); WSGI (1450); WSMR (1490); WEE (1490); WABR (1230); WSGI (1340); WRIF (800); KCOR (1240); WHHY (1270); WBCR (1250); and WBFO (1050). October 20, logged KTDR (1420); Kroll, Mo., 2:45-3:00 a.m. I have to be at work at 4:00 o'clock E.S.T. Mon., Tues., Wed., & Thurs., and 5:30 on Friday, so I didn't have any chance for KCBS either on the 13th or 15th. Sent reports to KCLF and KQRI. Best of DX!

J. Warren Rutzamn — York, Penna.

My first report of the season, and I started when I heard WSGI one Sunday, wrote them, and bang!! Nothing happened. (Same here, Warren — Ed.) Good start! Maybe it will still come. During the summer lay-off, veries came in from WNOO WJXW WJVE WOBS WSAH KSYL KCFL WACU WARD WTVW KAFB WCW WCBR WDCR WAGW WBOB WRJ WBBM WSGI ZEM. Last week's DX brought veries from WSGI and WROB. The latter wants publicity through DX Clubs, invites reports, and promises prompt veries. Since last report I logged WCGK KCFL WACU WGVW WSGI WBBM WSGI WBBM WOB WBBM WBBM KCLF KQRI WSGI. Oct. 11, WMC and WSGI had hurricane news all night. WMIX f/c 2:00-2:23. Oct. 12, more storm warning from WJYX WSWN WSGI; the latter as strong as WOR at times, said their directional antenna blew dow so will be non-directional a few weeks. KCBS was blanketed out on their DX but heard WOR testing, also EFFW. Oct. 13, logged WWHP for first times, now they should give up. (Hope so, Warren — Ed.) Also picked up WHSL on test. Oct. 19 DX's from KCBS and KQRI both noisy with KGRI the better, and thoroughly enjoyed getting them through the racket. Specials like that are lots more real DXing to me than logging a raft of close Eastern stations that come in like locals. That's really not DX. Oct. 19, WAZB and WAGY were testing between 3:00 and 4:00 a.m. That's all the DX here, so far, and it feels like summer is coming back. Sounds that way, too. One thing about these balmy days, it's comfortable to sit at football games. (Glad to have your report, Warren, and let's hear more from you! — Ed.)

Pat Reiley — Jamestown, N.Y.

New veries are WHGM (out since April), WPIT WIRY/W WPTF has nice four-page letter, 3074 letters in first week of operation, it says. New ones heard are WIBS KSTV WMTT WROB KFRX WEGX WSRV WHEM. Noise has been bad, with this 60 degree weather lately. 10/13, no DX. 10/14-15 KFRX heard through WROB. and in MOB at 4:40 on, KSTV at 3:15, WMTT on f/c 4:07, and WROB giving them a tussle for a new ones today — WEGX at 3:12 through mass on 1490, and KFRX KQRI signed, for a new one. WIRC on 960 at 3:25, said present station is still on 1490 Kc/s. (1207 — Ed.) WAGY at 3:50, with a 40, but very noisy. 10/18-19 WAGY again, at 4:18, but too noisy and back to bed, but WAGY heard again after 4:00. (Pat sends in a clipping from a Jamestown paper which I will quote because it is quite humorous — "Mr. of New radio station would like to rent apt. or small house. H. Lawman, P.O. Box 794, or Hotel Jamestown." Unquote. (Thanks, Pat — Ed.)
MUSINGS OF OUR MEMBERS

Eric Tristow - Chicago, Ill.

I have out 20 old reports, 2 to 8 months behind, and still have out 65 that I heard in the last month. One day this week I was off 4 days sick with cold, and I received 14 verifications. Now I have reached the 805 mark. I verified a few before 1940, about 20, and in 1940 when I got the F.N.C. 200 I started out to verify right along. I heard the last 2 specials, but they were noisy here. I heard on 1450, a station in Maine - did not get call letters plainly. (WGUY is on often 415-430, Eric - Bangor, Maine.) I heard only the call letters "KCBE" and San Bernardino, nothing else, on their DXes, so thank-you card was sent. A few years ago I heard a station in New York City, sent to Chief Engineer, Radio Station ---- and letter was returned because the last letter in call was not OK & I wrote back to Post-Master and gave him a going-over as I have been in the Postal employ for over 20 years, and I try to give the mail service. (Good for you, Eric - they need 'pepping up' every now and then -Ed.) (I'm a P.O. man myself!)

Walter Bishop - Ramsey, N.J.

Another week gone, and this time I have a little more to report in the way of DX. There were three new stations logged during daylight - WKEB WPAT WKOP. These are not hot catches, but are fair day DX for this part of the country. Twenty-four reports out this week, mostly to all stations, that I have let go for years, and at long last a veris has been received - a nice letter from WGAT. Hope I'll have more to report next week.

Bernie Duffy - Staten Island, N.Y. (via telephone)

Resuming DXing for my 20th year. I have managed to log 25 new ones. The latest of these catches are: WXNC WORC WWEM WKUW WROW WEET WGUY. This runs heard list to 1345. I continue to defer account of my many veris, and as a result do not know exact number of verifications. My latest veris are a nice card from WEUL, WNJO, WHIM, WVOX. All are cards. (DX Mutt told Bernie that WARC (950) is heard almost daily after 2; that WCRQ (1280) has a daily check around 2:45, and that KOBE (1450) is on almost daily, 4:10 to 4:30 a.m.) Thanks, Bernie - Thanks, D.X. -Ed.)

Murray Lencon - Dunedin, New Zealand.

Lately, I have reported WZMZ KMBE KVGE (1590) WNNB KERL WFEC WASH KTIL, on tests, and KCBC KECD WACO KVOY KHOW KSON WWXL CHWG KEEN ELOU WAPX WILK KOOL, on reg. sked. Veris are from "Radio Malayu"- Penang, 2 kw. on 1380 Kc/s., and XEKK KAKO KULA KOLE WOKK.

(Here's hoping for more reports from you, Murray. -Ed.)

Lefty Cooper - Brooklyn, N.Y.

Reports out this week to WLOW KSYV WAEW WBCN WBCN & WHBO. Veris in from WGUY (card) KLWT WZIP WORK WTRR KCOX WADT to run my total to 1,351. KLWT says my report is the furthest they've received. This week - 10/15- WINK test, 1:29, and Welow, 2:05-2:30. 10/16 - KSTW, through a barrage of static. WACO reported in quiet. WMAM with an excellent signal, on 13. Had to work on 10/18, 1:15-9:45 a.m., so couldn't have a try at KGRI & KELE, doggone it. Thank-you letters on the way, also to KCBE and KECA, which would not break through the buzz and static here, 10/19 - WGAY test, 4:30. 10/20 - Off for working Sat., and got WEAR f/c 3:15-3:30, and WBOO, TT, 4:21. WBUE on testing (supplementing their all-night nuisance program). WFBB on 3-3:45, for RCA, Riverhead, and WEOQ's check was 3:20-3:30, evidently re-placing WBAC. WDMG test 5:00-5:15, believe it's every Monday, but covered by static, so no report. On 5 - WCPS (in clear, excellent signal) WNOY WAYS WQY WXYZ WYXT and WART WACR WCR at 5:30. CKCV clear 1280, 12-1.

HEARD THIS WEEK - 1230 WARC (600) CKS (5000 W.) 1380 WBCA (710 Kc/s.) KSCO (860 Kc/s.)

Watch for signals listed in previously listed excerpts from letter from WKEB, North Adams, Massachusetts.

" -- Some time during Nov. WKEB will be conducting tests betw. 7 & 8 a.m. The other K.Adams sta. WMAB, 1230, will be ready to take air sometime during Nov. & since their tower is close to ours we must conduct exhaustive tests to determine whether there are any ill-effects to the close proximity of the 2 towers & if so, correct them. We are unable to give you any definite date for these tests, as date on which WMAB will be ready is still very indefinite. We wish to thank members of your club for the assistance they gave us with signal reports during our FT period last Aug. So far, the sta. has met with remarkable success. Public response has far exceeded our expectations. We hope it continues. Our coverage has turned out to be very good, mainly due to 1 of the finest natural antenna sites in New England. Such a site is indeed rare in the interior of rock-bound New Eng.